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Abstract

Neoproterozoic sedimentary basins are increasingly gaining hydrocarbon exploration attention globally following results 

of significant discoveries in these basins as a result of long, consistent and focused research and exploration efforts. The 

hydrocarbon prospectivity of the unexplored Mesoproterozoic–Early Paleozoic Voltaian basin is reviewed relative to global 

Neoproterozoic basins. Like the Voltaian basin of Ghana, global Neoproterozoic basins have experienced similar geologi-

cal event of glaciation with accompanying deposition of marginal–shallow marine carbonates and associated siliciclastic 

argillaceous sediments. These carbonates and argillaceous sediments coupled with deep anoxic depositional environments, 

favored the preservation of organic matter in these sediments and carbonates globally making them source rocks and in 

some cases the reservoir rocks as well, to hydrocarbon occurrence. The hydrocarbon prospectivity of the Voltaian is highly 

probable with Neoproterozoic basins of similar geologic analogies, Amadeus basin, Illizi basin, the Tindouf and Taoudeni 

basins of the WAC, having proven and active petroleum systems with some listed as world class oil/gas producing basins 

together with other Neoproterozoic basins like South Salt Oman basin, Barnett shales and giant gas reserves of southwestern 

Sichuan basin of China.
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Introduction

Globally, the interest in Neoproterozoic stratigraphically 

deeply buried petroleum systems, which is otherwise 

known as unconventional hydrocarbon system, is increas-

ing (Craig et al. 2009, 2010, 2012). This is as a result of 

their large recoverable potential, the tight shale and sands 

gas as well as coal bed methane storage properties (Jarvie 

2012). According Wang et al. (2016), exploitation of uncon-

ventional oil and gas has considerably increased, such that 

in 2015, annual global unconventional oil accounted for 9% 

and 27% for unconventional gas globally relative to 4% and 

12%, respectively, in 2012 (Sieminski 2016).

Generally, the petroleum exploration in this global Pre-

cambrian terrain is not extensive with exploration in this 

geological terrain in Africa still at an infant stage. However, 

following a continuous, systematic and focus exploration 

works on the Murzuq basin, Lybia, there has been a world 

class giant oil discovery in the El Feel Field, thus the “Ele-

phant field” (Craig et al. 2009). This discovery indicated that 

there is a potential and an unexplored petroleum resource 

in this geological terrain. Craig et al. (2009) envisaged that 

if consistent, systematically continuous and active research 

work could be carried out in the Northwest Africa Neoprote-

rozoic basins, the region could prove to be the new challeng-

ing frontier when it comes to unconventional hydrocarbon 

prospecting.

The Large central Taoudeni basin, the smaller north-

ern Tindouf and southeastern Voltaian basins of the West 
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African Craton (WAC), following a long basement penepla-

nation during the mid-Proterozoic (1.9–1.0 Ga) (Goodwin 

1996), resulted in the down-warping of the larger central 

part, northern and southeastern parts giving rise to the accu-

mulation of sediments defining the Taoudeni, Tindouf and 

Voltaian basins, respectively. Sedimentation began in the 

larger Taoudeni and the smaller Voltaian basins simultane-

ously with sandstones, which is referred to as the Supergroup 

1 according to Affaton et al. (1980) and Kwahu/Bombouaka 

Group (Affaton et al. 1980; Anani 1999; Carney et al. 2010) 

or Kwahu/Gambaga (Anani et al. 2017) in Ghana, with the 

accumulation of sediments starting in about 1034 Ma. The 

Supergroup 1 as referred to in the Taoudeni basin is later-

ally equivalent to the Kwahu/Gambaga Group (Anani et al. 

2017) of the Voltaian basin (Fig. 1; Table 1). The deposi-

tion of the Supergroup 1 and the Kwahu/Gambaga Group 

in Taoudeni and Voltaian basins, respectively, ended at the 

beginning of the tillites at about 690–605 Ma (Goodwin 

Fig. 1  Distribution of global Neoproterozoic sedimentary basins with proven and potential hydrocarbons with unexplored Voltaian basin of 

Ghana in perspective. Modified after Craig et al. (2009)

Table 1  The Geological time and the lithostratigraphic sequence of the Voltaian basin (Grant 1969; Bozhko et al. 1971; Clauer 1976; Saunders 

1970; Goodwin 1996; Barfod et al. 2004; Nédélec et al. 2007; Kalsbeek et al. 2008; Carney et al. 2008; Akah 2008)

Geological time Group Fm. Lithology Thickness

Paleozoic (450–320 Ma) Ordovician-Carboniferous Tamale/Obosum Tamale/Obosum Sandstones, congl. and 

argillaceous mats

~400 m ~5-7 Km

Unconformity: Erosion, Nondeposition or Downwarping

Neoproter-zoic (675–600 

Ma)

Ediacaran (Marinoan) Oti/Pendjari Pendjari Argillaceous mats. and 

Minor wackes

~2800 m

Late Cryogenian (Sturtian) Kodjari Carbonates, chert and 

tillites

~110 m

Unconformity: Erosion or Nondeposition (~350 Ma)

Late Mesproter-zoic 

(1100/1034/993 Ma)

Kwahu/Panabako Poubogou Sandstones (Qztic. and 

Feldspathic)

~600 m

Bombouaka Tossiegou Sandy Shales ~260 m

Sandstones and Minor 

Mudstones

~500 m

Unconformity: Erosion, Nondeposition or Peneplanisation
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1996) which is separated from the underlying sandstones 

of Supergroup 1 with an unconformity. The Supergroup 2 

in the Taoudeni basin, thus the Oti/Pendjari Group in the 

Ghanaian nomenclature, begins with glaciation (Sturtian and 

Marinoan), characterized by tillites, cherty-like beds (silix-

ites) and barite bearing carbonates which are referred to as 

the ‘Triads’ in the Taoudeni basin and defines the Kodjari 

Formation (Table 1) in the Voltaian basin of Ghana (Affaton 

et al. 1980).

The Voltaian basin of Ghana is the smaller equivalence 

of the larger central Taoudeni basin with similar geological 

analogies (Affaton et al. 1980; Apesigah 2008). The review 

seeks to highlight and to justify from similar Neoproterozoic 

sedimentary basins exploration successes and with emphasis 

on similar geological analogies of the WAC. The Voltaian 

basin although there have not been any exploration efforts 

made on the basin up to date following the poor petroleum 

resource indications from the Premuasi-1 well drilled in 

1977, the basin if similar efforts in terms of money, time, 

dedication and focus research work can be made similar 

to other current prolific petroleum producing, proven and 

active global Neoproterozoic basins (Fig. 1), discoveries 

can be made from the basin significant enough to add to the 

hydrocarbon reserves of the country and to global Neopro-

terozoic reserves.

Neoproterozoic petroleum systems

Global Neoproterozoic petroleum occurrence

Neoproterozoic epoch marks a period in Earths’ history 

where globally, glaciation affects life evolution on Earth 

(Hoffman and Schrag 2002; Ghori et al. 2009). This glacia-

tion which was episodic was characterized by long periods 

of oxygen poor oceanic environments with significant accu-

mulation of organic rich sediments in fluvial-marine envi-

ronments following transgressive systems, recording total 

organic carbon (TOC) content as high as 30% according 

Mckirdy and Imbus (1992). This glacial event globally is 

associated with deposition of argillaceous detrital material 

of fluvial environments over carbonates and dolomitic car-

bonate rocks during this period (Amthor et al. 2005; Nédélec 

et al. 2007; Grosjean et al. 2009). Largely, the source rock(s) 

to the global Neoproterozoic oil and gas fields currently 

producing prolifically and under serious consideration for 

development to add to the global Neoproterozoic uncon-

ventional reserves, are sourced from dolomitic limestones/

carbonates and their associated shales (Dardour et al. 2004). 

For instance in southwestern China the prolific Weiyuan gas 

field of the Sichuan basin is sourced and stored in the same 

Neoproterozoic succession of dolomitic carbonates and 

microbial dolomites, respectively, suggesting a single source 

hydrocarbon system, hence a probable unconventional petro-

leum system (Hao and Liu 1989; Ma et al. 2008; Ghori et al. 

2009). The petroleum field in southwestern Chinas’ Sichuan 

basin is about 300 gas pool discoveries were made in the 

basin after 50 long years of continuously focused and sys-

tematic research and exploration on the basins’ hydrocar-

bon prospects (Wang et al. 2005; Zhu et al. 2006; Ma et al. 

2008). Notwithstanding the difficulty and cost intensiveness 

of hydrocarbon exploration in Neoproterozoic basins, con-

tinuous exploration with the hope of adding to the hydrocar-

bon reserves within the basin yielded positive results (Zhang 

et al. 2006) with the discovery of an additional giant carbon-

ates hosted Puguang gas field in the northeastern parts of the 

Sichuan basin.

The Neoproterozoic Baykit High region of eastern Sibe-

ria, with Ediacaran faunal association of acritarchs and 

metazoans, has proven to be a suitable habitat of hydrocar-

bons (Ulmishek 2001; Yin et al. 2004; Kelly et al. 2011). 

Like other unconventional petroleum systems, the Baykit 

High petroleum system is believed to a single sourced petro-

leum system (Kelly et al. 2011), although the source of the 

petroleum occurrence has not been located within the Baykit 

High, adjacent thick OM rich shales of the Tungusik series 

of about 1050 Ma is suspected to be the source of the Sibe-

rian Precambrian petroleum resource. Yenisey Ridge Fold 

belt (850–820 Ma) to the west of the Baykit High however 

have OM rich shales and carbonates and their potential of 

sourcing the Baykit High session hydrocarbon occurrence 

cannot be precluded.

The South Oman Salt basin, thus the Huqf Group has 

its oldest sediments lying unconformably on metamor-

phose crystalline basement rocks (Mattes and Morris 1990) 

in association with continental sediments and mixtiles of 

glacial provenance. The youngest of the Huqf Group, the 

Ara Formation, is defined by carbonates and siliciclastics 

of marginal to shallow marine environment. The formation 

also has a thick salt succession that straddles the boundaries 

of Cambrian–Precambrian geological times. The situation 

of the style of hydrocarbons occurrence in the Huqf basin of 

Oman is not different, in that the oil is sourced from lenses 

of carbonate rocks and hosted within the carbonates (reser-

voirs) according Konert et al. (2001). These carbonates as 

source rocks in Oman have TOC of about 8% with average 

hydrogen index (HI) of 600 mg HC/TOC (Grosjean et al. 

2009). The carbonates in the deeper parts of the basin have 

records of some of the shelly organic matter of Neoprote-

rozoic geological time deposited in an anoxic environment. 

This allows the preservation of a prolific organic matter 

detritus and subsequently the formation of organic matter 

rich carbonate source rocks in the South Oman Salt basin, 

which resides in the Ara Formation of the Huqf Group.

Eagle Ford, Barnett and Marcellus of North America 

have proven reserves sourced from Neoproterozoic deeply 
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buried unconventional ‘tight’ petroleum systems. These to a 

large extend according Energy Information Administration 

(2015), Hackley et al. (2016) is responsible for USA being 

ranked as the leading world producer of oil and gas since 

2013. These oil-shales in North America are characterized 

by solid oily bitumen as the main organic matter (Hackley 

et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2016).

The Neoproterozoic Damaran succession of Namibia as 

a result of the northern Namibia rifting event, resulting in 

the accumulation of about 5 km thick (Beukes 1986; Bech-

stadt et al. 2009) Neoproterozoic sediments. The sedimen-

tary succession of the Damara Group defines the northern 

parts of the Congo Craton. The Otavi Group of dominant 

shallow marine carbonates rocks of the Damaran succes-

sion, unconformably, overlies partly on the Paleoproterozoic 

crystalline basement rocks and largely on the Cryogenian 

detritus of the Nosib Group (Laukamp 2006). The Ghaub 

Formation of Cryogenian age according Hoffman et al. 

(2004), of the Otavi Group have cap carbonates comprising 

of limestones and dolomites overlying diamictites and dark 

dolomitic shales (Bechstadt et al. 2009). The diamictites, 

cap carbonates succession of the Ghaub Formation of the 

Otavi Group, correlates with global Cryogenian (Marinoan) 

glacial period in geological history. The carbonates have 

significant amount of organic matter (OM) to make them 

probable source or reservoir rocks like other Neoproterozoic 

sedimentary successions.

Northwest Africa petroleum prospective

The North Africa petroleum prospects are made up of basins 

in Morocco (Anti Atlas), Algeria (subsurface Illizi basin) 

and Libya (Murzuq and Al—Kufra basins) (Le Heron et al. 

2009). The petroleum system of North Africa is broadly 

Cambrian to Ordovician with some isolated cases of early 

Silurian to Devonian source rocks observations (Craig et al. 

2010). The Ordovician quartzites of the Hamra formation, 

which are the main reservoir rocks in the Illizi basin of Alge-

ria are separated from the underlying El Gassi Shale which 

is about 200 m thick in Tassili N’ Ajers areas. The older 

Cambrian contains the reservoir rocks that are generally with 

poor reservoir properties due to quartz overgrowth serving 

as cementing medium that occludes pores, however there 

is local porosity as a result of kaolinite transformation into 

dickite (Craig et al. 2010). This poor porosity is largely due 

to a probable re-burial after the Hercynian tectonic uplift 

event. The Ordovician El Gassi Shale of Algeria, although 

with a variable TOC content of less than 1.5 % regionally, 

has local TOC content of about 8.6 % and is considered 

(Le Heron et al. 2009; Craig et al. 2010) as the source to 

the hydrocarbons in Algeria although there is the need for 

further work. The giant Hassi Messaoud oil Field (HMF) is 

sourced from both Silurian and Ordovician. Other limited 

source potential (TOC less than 1%) has been observed in 

the Azzel Shales and the conglomeratic shales in the Illizi 

basin (Bacheller and Peterson 1991). The reservoirs in North 

Africa are largely and almost of the Upper Ordovician. 

There contain significant reserves in over 50 oil fields that 

are distributed across a regional area from the Murzuq basin 

in SW Libya to the central parts of Algeria and this includes 

the giant El Feel Field of the Murzuq basin (Hirst et al. 2002; 

Ghienne 2003; Le Heron et al. 2004; Dardour et al. 2004). 

The deposition of the reservoir unit/section in these basins 

is generally associated with glacial events and broadly of 

shallow marine sediments of continental shelf environments 

(Le Heron et al. 2009; Le Heron and Dowdeswell 2009). The 

absence of highly fractured reservoirs in the Hamra reservoir 

quartzites of the Illizi basin of Algeria and other equivalent 

reservoir units in North Africa is the main and current pro-

gressive exploration challenge in the region.

Petroleum exploration in the Taoudeni basin

The Taoudeni basin is one of the supercrustals and Intrac-

ratonic basins of the WAC occupying most parts of North 

and West Africa with an estimated total area of about 

1,500,000  km2 (Gang 2009). The hydrocarbon prospects 

in this basin still remain under-explored. However, the 

drill wells in Mauritania (Abolag-1 well), Yarba-1 well 

in Mali, Hank-1 and Ouasa-1 wells, with the Abolag-1 

(Fig. 1) well reaching a depth of about 600 m (Craig et al. 

2010) has indicated the presence of an active petroleum 

system in the Taoudeni basin. The hydrocarbons in the 

Atar Group which is about 1000 m thick in the Adrar area 

at the northern margin of the Taoudeni basin (Bertrand-

Sarfati and Moussine-Pouchkine 1998) have stromatolitic 

limestones as the reservoir rocks and sourced from organic 

rich shales that are deposited in restricted sub basins and 

sealed by interbedded shales. The Abolag-1 well within 

the Atar Group of the Taoudeni basin according Albert-

Villanueva et al. (2016), has solid hydrocarbons (pyrobitu-

men) present within dolomitized stromatolitic carbonates, 

the pyrobitumen formation is associated with a thermal 

event which peaked locally at 380 °C and subsequently 

hydro-fracturing the carbonates (Albert-Villanueva et al. 

2016). Gas shows from the Abolag-1 well from the car-

bonates indicates that these carbonates are potential res-

ervoirs (Albert-Villanueva et al. 2016). The carbonates 

in the succession, thus in the Abolag-1 well, subsequent 

dating show they were between 1000 and 800 Ma sug-

gesting they are Tonian in age (Craig et al. 2010), thus 

Meso–Neoproterozoic. The Atar Group has at its base, 

organic rich shale with potential source rock characteris-

tics (Craig et al. 2012; Lottaroli et al. 2009). According 

Lottaroli et al. (2009) and Beghin et al. (2017), the organic 

species recovered from the Abolag-1 well is composed 
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of an assemblage of acritarchs, cyanophyte filaments and 

amorphous organic matter (AOM) with total organic con-

tent (TOC) in the range of 10–20% within the Atar Group 

at around Aguelt El Mabha, and hydrogen index (HI) 

of about 225 mg/g TOC. The association of significant 

amount of AOM with the organic matter rich shales is 

consistent with Neoproterozoic oil-prone shales globally 

(Lattaroli et al. 2009). Gang (2009) also reported mud 

rock source rocks in the Abolag-1 well with TOC con-

tent of about 2.65 %. Dark organic matter bearing stro-

matolic limestone is recovered in the AZ-1 well also in 

the northern parts of Tindouf basin and the southern part 

of Morocco in the Anti-Atlas basin, with TOC of about 

0.2% at present, which is believed to have been more than 

it present content due to the high level of maturity (Lun-

ing et al. 2009) of this source rock in the area. The source 

rocks to the Taoudeni basin hydrocarbons according Gang 

(2009) is varied from Cambrian (Infracambrian) through 

to Devonian to Silurian but largely of Silurian (Huang 

et al. 2003), with source rock thickness of minimum 20 m 

and maximum in excess of 500 m.

Voltaian basin petroleum prospects

The Voltaian basin covers most central parts of Ghana 

(Fig. 2) with a total area of about 115,000  km2 (Affaton 

et al. 1980; Abu et al. 2019a). The basin has well exposed 

outcrops with a thick sedimentary succession of about 5–7 

km thick in its depocenter located toward the southeastern 

parts. The basin (Table 1) is of both chemical sediments 

(carbonates and cherts) as well as detrital sediments (Anani 

1999; Saunders 1970). Although no available drill cores to 

validate Bozkho (2008) assertion that, the drill holes in an 

attempt to investigate the hydrodynamics of the Voltaian 

basin by Soviet Geological Survey Team (SGST) yielded 

black viscous oily bitumen in these boreholes from sand-

stones and carbonates, especially at Nasia (764 m), Buipe 

(450 m) and Yendi (698 m) within the Oti/Pendjari Group 

Fig. 2  A simplified Geological map of the Voltaian basin, Ghana with proposed sampling areas for hydrocarbon assessment purposes in perspec-

tive
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and Prang (587 m) close to the top of the lower Kwahu/

Bombouaka Group (Panabako Formation) (Bozkho 2008) 

at varying depths. Organic petrographical studies indicated 

the presence of microfossils including Acritarchs, Cambrian 

Chuaria and Pendjariensis (Amard 1997) observed from 

sediments belonging to the Oti/Pendjari Group. The carbon-

ates from the Gbandaa–Gbintiri (Fig. 1) areas are largely 

dolomitic limestones from recently analyzed 12 samples 

using XRF method at the Geological Survey Authority, 

Ghana (Abu et al. 2019b). The carbonates in the northeast-

ern region are barite bearing and this is due to hydrothermal 

mineralization of the carbonates. There is also the presence 

of bitumen in quartz veins (Fig. 3a) and carbonate rocks at 

Buipe quarry (Fig. 3b, c) (Boamah 2017).

The argillaceous sediments of the Pendjari Formation 

of the Oti/Pendjari Group with microfossils (Amard 1992; 

Amard 1997), suggest their suitability for source rocks to 

a possibly deeply buried shale gas and/or oil shale in the 

Voltaian basin. The presence of visible bitumen in the Buipe 

carbonates observed at the Buipe limestone quarry (Fig. 3) 

of the Kodjari Formation of the Oti/Pendjari Group, supports 

the reservoir probability of the dolomitic limestones of the 

basin although needs to be proven with empirical evidence 

to support their suitability, from an extensive geological 

research on the basins hydrocarbon prospectivity.

Conclusions

The Voltaian basin of Ghana has experienced similar geo-

logical events of the Neoproterozoic geological time, par-

ticularly during the Cryogenian (Marinoan) which was a 

global event thus, the great oxidation event (GOE). This 

global geological event is associated with the deposition of 

marginal–shallow marine carbonates, dolomitic limestones, 

dolostones together with argillaceous sediments which are 

present in the Oti/Pendjari Group of the Voltaian basin. This 

period favored the preservation of OM in siliciclastics and 

in carbonates that is rich enough to be source rocks. The 

carbonates in some of the basins have significant porosity 

and permeability to be reservoir rocks. Discoveries in all 

global oil producing Neoproterozoic basins were possible 

Fig. 3  Bitumen present in quartz veins (a) and within carbonates (b) and as lenses together with quartz veins (c)
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as a result of dedicated and focus exploration efforts in the 

range of 20–50 years of consistent research and exploration 

efforts. The adjoining Taoudeni basin to the Voltaian basin 

has similar geological analogies, with proven and active 

petroleum system deciphered after long years of consistent 

research and high risk exploration exercise. The Voltaian 

basin could be hosting oil/gas like the Taoudeni basin and 

elsewhere in the Sichuan basin of China.

Recommendation

The Voltaian basin’s hydrocarbon prospectivity is obvious 

with the presence of bitumen observed in quartz veins and 

in carbonates, the only problem that is probably stopping or 

delaying any possible discovery, is the unavailability or lack 

of resources on the part of the Government to commit into 

a continuous and consistent research on the basin so as to 

elucidate its hydrocarbon status. Therefore for any possible 

discoveries to be made in the basin, which is very possible 

considering the level of progress and successes chalked by 

other basins of similar geological events and architecture;

1. The basin, just like all other deeply buried Meso-Neo-

proterozoic stratigraphic successions mostly in the 

excess of 5 km, have to be explored having in mind of 

the expensive nature of hydrocarbon exploration across 

Neoproterozoic basins and the time involved.

2. To be able to zero in on the possible area(s) to sink a 

‘wildcat’ or test wells within the basin, there is the need 

to carry out geochemical screening of outcrop samples 

(due to the unavailability of core samples), from the cen-

tral thicker parts and also from the middle shale bearing 

Poubogou Formation of the Kwahu/Bombouaka Group.

3. In collecting outcrop samples considering indications 

of similar global Neoproterozoic source/reservoir rocks, 

the shales and carbonates should both be sampled for 

source rock evaluation, in an attempt to evaluate the 

basins’ hydrocarbon potential.
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